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    Need Help ?
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        We're here to help

        Please just fill in your details below and we'll come back to you ASAP. Mandatory fields are marked *

        

        Call us instore 01492 545013 Tues-Sat 10-4pm

        or use our Contact form for us to email you back.

        You can also now video chat with us - just let us know which is your preferred contact method and we will book in a live video chat.
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                        We are the only dedicated FAMA showroom in the UK. Over 45 FAMA models on display
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Julia Jones has been working with Fama Sofas of Spain since 2006 as the leading Fama specialist UK stockist, Julia Jones is proud to have the only dedicated Fama showroom in the UK with over 45 models on display.  Fama’s philosophy is “Sofas to enjoy at home” and they certainly are due to their style, comfort and a vast amount of options, with so many options Rob & Zeta are here to help guide you through the vast array of options that Fama offers for their modular sofas and armchairs, along with gorgeous statement Fama occasional armchairs and recliners.

We have chosen to focus on Fama due to their -

Bold & Innovative designs - Comfort & Ergonomics - Flexbility & Customisation - Spanish Flair and Functional design - Attention to quality & service

[image: Stretch out and relax]Fama recliner armchair collections
Stretch out and relax
[image: And relax]Fama armchair collections
And relax

[image: Relax in style & comfort]Fama modular sofa collections
Relax in style & comfort
[image: Love curling up when you relax?]Fama Loveseat collections
Love curling up when you relax?

[image: Make your guests feel at home]Fama Sofabed & chair bed collections
Make your guests feel at home
[image: Eat in comfort]Fama dining chair collections
Eat in comfort

[image: Sit comfortably at your counter or bar]Fama barstool collections
Sit comfortably at your counter or bar
[image: For books coffee or wine]Fama tables
For books coffee or wine

[image: Need extra cushions or matching fabric]Fama accessories
Need extra cushions or matching fabric
[image: View videos of Fama's sofa, armchairs & sofabeds in action]Fama videos - click on image to view more videos
View videos of Fama's sofa, armchairs & sofabeds in action

Fabrics & leathers
You will never be stuck for a colour as we have over 750 options for you to choose from online or instore and we offer a free sampling service so you can try them at home. Don't just take our word for it, come and try out Fama sofas, armchairs & recliners instore or call us to discuss your requirements. 

Follow the links below to view all the fabrics & leather swatches

*** FREE 5 Year Staingard stain & accidental damage cover with all Fama Sofas & armchairs***

Fama fabric samples
[image: Fama fabric samples]Fama leather samples
[image: Fama leather samples]
[image: Create your sofa and let us make it for you]Fama 3D simulator
Create your sofa and let us make it for you
Start creativing & let your ideas run wild


The little video really shows what makes Fama so special, from design right the way through to delivering to us here in the UK.

Fama modular sofa collections, allow you to make your own sofa from using the sofa modules to create Fama corners sofas, C shaped sofas or even an extra-long sofa. You will only be limited by the space you have.  Due to the vast options that Fama offers with all their products, they have created the Fama 3d simulator. This allows you to select the model you would like and then you can add pieces to if it's a modular sofa or go straight to selecting the fabric or leather you would like to see it covered in.  Many models have power reclining options with optional battery packs so allowing you to have your power reclining sofa or swivel armchair in the middle of the room away from power sockets.  If you would like to know more about Fama upholstery of Spain, follow the link.

[image: Robs Fama factory visit 2023]Fama factory visit 2023
Annual visits to the Fama factory are essential for staying abreast of the latest trends, innovations, and quality control practices in the furniture industry. These visits cultivate robust supplier relationships, guaranteeing top-quality products, and furnish valuable insights to improve customer satisfaction and expand product selections.
[image: ]
[image: Fama factory visit]Fama factory visit 2022
I've been out on my yearly Fama visit to Spain, to see Felix and his great team and  tour the new Fama factory, which I last saw as a field 3 years ago, my visits are a chance to discuss new future models and revisions.   It's great to be able to spend time in the factory seeing how much care and attention is given to every sofa and chair being made, from the wooden frames right the way through to the careful wrapping of them.

We work so closely with Fama on a daily basis via phone, email and video link, it's always great to catch up with everyone in Spain and of course enjoy the local paella.
[image: Rob visits Fama ]
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Some of our favourites


                    
                                    	
                            [image: Fama Moonrise power recliner armchair][image: Fama Moonrise power recliner armchair]
                        

                        
                            Fama Moonrise power recliner armchair                            
                        
 
                        £2,027.00  from £1,620.00

                    

                    
                                    	
                            [image: Fama Lenny Chair][image: Fama Lenny Chair]
                        

                        
                            Fama Lenny Chair                            
                        
 
                        £1,344.00  from £1,075.00

                    


                    
                                    	
                            [image: Fama Mondrian recliner armchair][image: Fama Mondrian recliner armchair]
                        

                        
                            Fama Mondrian recliner armchair                            
                        
 
                        from £1,276.00

                    

                    
                                    	
                            [image: Fama Volta Left Fabric Armchair][image: Fama Volta Left Fabric Armchair]
                        

                        
                            Fama Volta Left Fabric Armchair                            
                        
 
                        from £1,530.00

                    


                    
                                    	
                            [image: Fama MyNest Loveseat][image: Fama MyNest Loveseat]
                        

                        
                            Fama MyNest Loveseat                            
                        
 
                        from £1,468.00

                    

                    
                                    	
                            [image: Fama Opera 3 seater Corner with Chaise Left][image: Fama Opera 3 seater Corner with Chaise Left]
                        

                        
                            Fama Opera 3 seater Corner with Chaise Left                            
                        
 
                        £6,495.00

                    


                    
                                    	
                            [image: Fama Arianne Love sofa A+C+A][image: Fama Arianne Love sofa A+C+A][image: Multiple Options]

                        

                        
                            Fama Arianne Love sofa A+C+A                            
                        
 
                        £2,442.00  from £1,953.00

                    

Know the Fama collection you like, select your collection below


                Shop By Collection

[image: Fama Moonrise & Moon]
Fama Moonrise & Moon
£1,690.00 - £2,991.00


[image: Fama Arianne Love]
Fama Arianne Love
£28.00 - £4,795.00


[image: Fama Kim]
Fama Kim
£1,302.00 - £2,253.00



[image: Fama Lenny]
Fama Lenny
£1,344.00 - £3,014.00


[image: Fama Kangou]
Fama Kangou
£1,358.00 - £2,786.00


[image: Fama Adan]
Fama Adan
£1,774.00 - £2,390.00



[image: Fama Mondrian]
Fama Mondrian
£1,276.00 - £2,213.00


[image: Fama Bolero]
Fama Bolero
£1,446.00 - £2,754.00


[image: Fama Kylian]
Fama Kylian
£1,115.00 - £2,373.00



[image: Fama Romeo]
Fama Romeo
£1,307.00 - £2,267.00


[image: Fama Astoria]
Fama Astoria
£60.00 - £4,259.00


[image: Fama Opera]
Fama Opera
£59.00 - £6,495.00



[image: Fama Nadia]
Fama Nadia
£1,878.00 - £2,826.00


[image: Fama Axel]
Fama Axel
£36.00 - £7,634.00


[image: Fama Baltia]
Fama Baltia
£60.00 - £8,993.00



[image: Fama Kalahari (removable covers)]
Fama Kalahari (removable covers)
£28.00 - £5,526.00


[image: Fama MyNest]
Fama MyNest
£1,468.00 - £2,669.00


[image: Fama Volta]
Fama Volta
£1,530.00 - £1,746.00



[image: Fama Aston]
Fama Aston
£1,290.00 - £2,513.00


[image: Fama Bari]
Fama Bari
£59.00 - £2,596.00


[image: Fama Eva]
Fama Eva
£1,774.00 - £2,390.00



[image: Fama Elvis]
Fama Elvis
£700.00 - £1,093.00


[image: Fama Siddy]
Fama Siddy
£1,189.00 - £1,949.00


[image: Fama Fred]
Fama Fred
£571.00 - £4,631.00



[image: Fama Bonne]
Fama Bonne
£1,583.00 - £2,365.00


[image: Fama Galan]
Fama Galan
£705.00


[image: Fama Ginger]
Fama Ginger
£406.00 - £3,182.00



[image: Fama Helsinki]
Fama Helsinki
£59.00 - £5,535.00


[image: Fama Komba]
Fama Komba
£911.00 - £2,296.00


[image: Fama Lalo]
Fama Lalo
£406.00 - £3,182.00



[image: Fama Luci Pop]
Fama Luci Pop
£352.00 - £3,492.00


[image: Fama Manacor]
Fama Manacor
£87.00 - £4,182.00


[image: Fama Simone]
Fama Simone
£1,356.00 - £2,962.00



[image: Fama Pacific]
Fama Pacific
£59.00 - £5,298.00


[image: Fama Peque]
Fama Peque
£674.00 - £1,299.00


[image: Fama Pauline]
Fama Pauline
£1,909.00



[image: Fama Rock]
Fama Rock
£407.00 - £3,183.00


[image: Fama Urban]
Fama Urban
£81.00 - £6,484.00


[image: Venus]
Venus
£1,206.00 - £2,030.00



[image: Fama Adam]
Fama Adam
£369.00 - £910.00


[image: Fama Arianne Plus (removable covers)]
Fama Arianne Plus (removable covers)
£28.00 - £5,056.00


[image: Fama Arianne Love Leather]
Fama Arianne Love Leather
£28.00 - £7,573.00



[image: Fama Afrika]
Fama Afrika
£82.00 - £7,691.00


[image: Fama Avalon]
Fama Avalon
£36.00 - £8,173.00


[image: Fama Atlanta]
Fama Atlanta
£59.00 - £6,169.00



[image: Fama Burt]
Fama Burt
£417.00 - £3,405.00


[image: Fama Calessi]
Fama Calessi
£60.46 - £6,377.00


[image: Fama Carol]
Fama Carol
£942.00



[image: Fama Conec]
Fama Conec
£353.00 - £666.00


[image: Fama Denzel]
Fama Denzel
£417.00 - £3,405.00


[image: Fama Elsa]
Fama Elsa
£447.00 - £893.00



[image: Fama Flavio]
Fama Flavio
£1,098.00 - £1,137.00


[image: Fama Helga]
Fama Helga
£496.00 - £3,981.00


[image: Fama Indy]
Fama Indy
£2,620.00 - £2,935.00



[image: Fama Klee 103 (removable covers)]
Fama Klee 103 (removable covers)
£55.00 - £9,626.00


[image: Fama Klever 86 (removable covers)]
Fama Klever 86 (removable covers)
£55.00 - £6,998.00


[image: Fama Korinto]
Fama Korinto
£662.00 - £6,247.00



[image: Fama Lenny]
Fama Lenny
£1,344.00 - £3,014.00


[image: Fama Lucas]
Fama Lucas
£337.00


[image: Fama Lucus]
Fama Lucus
£592.00 - £631.00



[image: Fama Luke]
Fama Luke
£429.00 - £518.00


[image: Fama Luxor]
Fama Luxor
£662.00 - £6,247.00


[image: Fama Marilin]
Fama Marilin
£630.00 - £944.00



[image: Fama Marlon]
Fama Marlon
£417.00 - £3,405.00


[image: Fama MyApple]
Fama MyApple
£2,158.27 - £3,463.24


[image: Fama Nadine]
Fama Nadine
£59.00 - £2,664.00



[image: Fama Nexus]
Fama Nexus
£248.00 - £644.00


[image: Fama Octo]
Fama Octo
£995.00 - £1,034.00


[image: Fama Otis]
Fama Otis
£447.00 - £890.00



[image: Fama Sky]
Fama Sky
£766.00 - £1,194.00


[image: Fama Swing]
Fama Swing
£987.00 - £1,552.00


[image: Fama Tempo (removable covers)]
Fama Tempo (removable covers)
£59.00 - £6,247.00



[image: Fama Toro]
Fama Toro
£526.78 - £790.17


[image: Fama Abel]
Fama Abel
£1,729.00 - £2,495.00


[image: Fama Accessories]
Fama Accessories
£53.00 - £357.00



[image: Fama Apolo]
Fama Apolo
£1,446.00 - £2,754.00


[image: Fama Aquarius]
Fama Aquarius
£686.00 - £1,029.00


[image: Fama Arianne Garden]
Fama Arianne Garden
£264.00 - £853.00



[image: Fama Babylon]
Fama Babylon
£60.00 - £6,485.00


[image: Fama Boston]
Fama Boston
£59.00 - £3,979.00


[image: Fama Christiie]
Fama Christiie
£1,208.00



[image: Fama Dali]
Fama Dali
£1,743.00 - £2,669.00


[image: Fama Draco]
Fama Draco
£537.00 - £943.00


[image: Fama Fedra (removable covers)]
Fama Fedra (removable covers)



[image: Fama Gala]
Fama Gala
£1,743.00 - £2,669.00


[image: Fama Hector (removable covers)]
Fama Hector (removable covers)
£28.00 - £7,678.00


[image: Fama Hermes]
Fama Hermes
£1,160.00 - £2,307.00



[image: Fama L Caracola]
Fama L Caracola
£820.00


[image: Fama Magno]
Fama Magno
£771.00 - £810.00


[image: Fama Mario]
Fama Mario
£1,405.00 - £1,462.00



[image: Fama Miranda]
Fama Miranda
£1,070.00 - £1,381.00


[image: Fama Mycuore]
Fama Mycuore
£60.46 - £3,042.84


[image: Fama Mycuore Plus (removable covers)]
Fama Mycuore Plus (removable covers)
£60.46 - £3,042.84



[image: Fama MyLoft]
Fama MyLoft
£60.00 - £2,335.00


[image: Fama Oscar]
Fama Oscar
£853.00 - £923.00


[image: Fama Panky]
Fama Panky
£290.00 - £4,893.00



[image: Fama Perseo]
Fama Perseo
£194.00 - £419.00


[image: Fama Ravel]
Fama Ravel
£1,446.00 - £2,754.00


[image: Fama Roxane]
Fama Roxane
£99.00 - £1,794.00



[image: Fama Teseo (removable covers)]
Fama Teseo (removable covers)
£28.00 - £6,340.00


[image: Fama Valentina]
Fama Valentina
£81.00 - £4,644.00


[image: Fama Zape]
Fama Zape
£474.00 - £563.00



[image: Fama Zeus]
Fama Zeus
£1,361.00 - £2,635.00


[image: Fama Zipi]
Fama Zipi
£474.00 - £563.00


[image: Fama Zipo]
Fama Zipo
£500.00 - £906.00



[image: Fama Zoe]
Fama Zoe
£338.00 - £1,789.00


            

            
                Why we specialise in Fama

Bold & Innovative designs - Fama furniture stands out from the crowd, because of its vibrant designs, bold use of colour & patterns that breathe life into any room, making each a statement of personal style in your home.

Comfort & Ergonomics - Fama is dedicated to providing unparalleled comfort through ergonomically crafted seating in sofas, sofabeds, armchairs, and recliners, ensuring user relaxation and support.

Flexibility and Customization - Fama's modular sofa designs offer flexibility, allowing us to customize layouts to suit our clients space and lifestyle preferences

High-Quality materials - Fama only use high-quality materials in the creation of its furniture, ensuring durability, and longevity, making a valuable addition to any home.

Spanish Flair and Functional Design - Fama combines Spanish flair with functional design elements, creating a perfect blend of style and practicality for modern living.
            

        

      

    

  





                    
                        
                    

                



	
                            
                
                    Newsletter Sign Up

                    Why not join us and keep up with the Joneses, opt in to our mailing list today, or you’ll miss out on all the updates and special offers, exclusively available to you as our customer.

                    
                        
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                
                            

                            
                                
                            

                            
                            

                            

                        

                    

                

            

                
            
                
                    Julia Jones - Specialists in Fama, Bontempi Casa, Dekton dining tables, Connubia & Nardi
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						                            	About Us
	Blog
	Reviews
	Furniture Care Plan
	Delivery
	Competition
	Newsletter Sign Up


                                                        					                                                

                    
                        	
                                
                                
                                                                
                                                            
	Open Monday - Saturday 10 - 4pm by appointment

	Contact us to book your private showroom appointment
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                                    Showroom

                                    Conway Road

                                    Mochdre

                                    Conwy

                                    LL28 5HQ

                                
                            
	01492 545013
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